
Pre-Calculus/Trig. 3 
PSSAISAT Review Packet 

41) In the diagram below, if a 1 1  b and the measure of angle 7 is 62', what is the measure of angle l ?  

42) In the diagram to the right, :i ( 1  1. Find the value of x. 

43) In the diagram below, identify the relationship between the angles in the diagram using the 
following choices: alternate interior, same side interior, alternate exterior, corresponding, 
vertical, and supplementary. 

f f 
A) angles 1 and 2 

B) angles 1 and 4 

C) angles 2 and 3 

D) angles 1 and 5 

E) angles 4 and 2 

F) angles 5 and 6 

44) The radius of a spherical balloon is 4 inches. Calculate the volume of the balloon. 
A) 85f 7tin3 B) 167t in3 

C) 85; in3 D) 256 7t in3 

45) How many cubes, 3 inches on each edge, will fit in the box if there is no empty space left over? 

15 in. 
6 in. 

A) 70 cubes 

C) 126 cubes 

B) 90 cubes 

D) 2 10 cubes 
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46) The inside rail of a running track consists of a rectangle with a semicircle at each end as shown 
in the figure below. Find the approximate area surrounded by the track rail. 

47) A circle with area 25n is inscribed in a square as shown. Find the perimeter of the square. 

A) 200x B) 40 

C) 200 D) 20 

48) The block below is 2 inches by 2 inches by 2 inches and weighs 32 ounces. What would be the 
weight of a block of the same material that is 4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches? 

A) 64 ounces B) 96 ounces 

C) 256 ounces D) 128 ounces 

49) In the figure to the right, segment GE is a 

A) chord B) tangent 

C) diameter D) secant 

50) In the figure to the right, segment KG is a 

A) chord B) tangent 
G 

C) diameter D) secant 


